CLOUD WORKSHOP

Cloud Workshop
Discover the information you need to operate
seamlessly and securely in the Cloud

Quest’s Cloud Workshop will:

WORKSHOP DETAILS

Appraise Your Current Environment and Plans
Cloud capabilities and adoption are on the rise, but you may be asking...

Date/Time

• What workloads or applications should I migrate to and/or use in the cloud?

What works for you and your team? Depending on
your availability and requirements, we can meet
with you as soon as possible, or in the near future.

• How can I maintain security, backup, and disaster recovery services and
standards with my Cloud provider?
• What are the potential cost concerns with the Cloud?
Quest’s Cloud Workshop can answer these questions and more, depending
on your area of focus. We’ll review your current technology landscape against
your business and financial goals and determine the necessary next steps and
timelines for success in the Cloud – public, private, or a combination of the two.

Outline Next Steps
A Cloud Workshop provides customized recommendations that will help
validate your current plan or highlight problem areas and offers a list of action
items to successfully implement your unique solution. Depending on the
concentration of your Cloud Workshop, our Cloud experts can:
• Identify IT capabilities that can be moved to the Cloud or a related managed
service
• Determine the required level of service availability and possible delivery
methods
• Address security, privacy, and compliance requirements and other roadblocks
to the Cloud
• Review cost savings opportunities in your Cloud

Location
The Cloud Workshop can be conducted onsite at
your location or at a Quest site.

Recommended Attendee Titles
If you are not the business owner and/or key
decision maker, please ensure they are present;
business operations/decisions are directly tied to
technology requirements for most organizations.
We also recommend having these key team
members present:
IT Director/Manager
Executives/Business Leaders

Preferred Documentation to Review
We recommend, if available, having the following
items ready to review for this Workshop:
Network Topology
Current Infrastructure Capacity Requirements

Timeline at a Glance
Pre-Workshop: Schedule kick-off call,

Focus on Customization and Flexibility

establish priorities

Cloud computing can offer relief from the complexities of modern IT, but a onesize-fits-all service package rarely reaps the advertised benefits. Instead, start
with an in-depth understanding of your present situation to help you make the
right business and financial decisions for your organization’s unique Cloud.

Kick-Off Call: Introductions, agenda, expectations

REQUEST YOUR
WORKSHOP HERE
Email programs@questsys.com

Workshop: Conduct a one-day, onsite Workshop
Final Review: Quest provides Executive Summary
including recommendations and action items
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